Ariston Thermo has now embarked on a digitalization path across multiple business areas
introducing new information and communication technologies and the ICT department will play
a crucial role in this company transformation!
Among the various activities, Ariston is going to launch new initiatives & projects aimed at
introducing a new Digital Commerce Platform as well as a new Digital Experience Platform to
digitalize the e-commerce flows, business-to-business Processes and al the interactions with our
Business Partners.
For this area the ICT department is looking for a new graduate to become the future Digital
Specialist.

ICT NEW DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES – ICT Digital Solutions Specialist
Ariston Thermo Group has embarked on a digitalization path across multiple business areas
introducing new information and communication technologies (ICT).
He/she will be responsible of the following activities:


interfacing with the Business and assisting them in defining Digital Projects/Initiatives
functional requirements that means working with Business Process Owners, Key/End
Users, Business Project Managers and IT technical teams (including external systems
integrators) to gather functional requirements and evaluate implementation alternatives



supporting the full life-cycle of the Digital Initiatives, from writing functional analysis,
designing new solutions, formalizing developments/interface specifications and IT/user
acceptance test scripts up to deploying the solution into live environment



managing Digital Experience Platforms features in an extended integrated end to end
scenario with backend systems (ERP, CRM, etc.), Web Apps/Portal, Mobile Apps and Cloud
applications.



Keeping up-to-date about new Digital technologies in order to manage new Digital
product requirements



Collaborate with cross-functional teams to create a new world-class Digital Platform



Work closely with ICT experts and external consultants to shape, support, and execute
Digital product goals

The ideal candidate has a degree in Computer Science, Engineering, Mathematics or Statistics
and a brilliant academic career.
Analytical and planning skills, ability to manage time and consistently meet deadlines, problem
solving and team working complete the profile.
Proficiency in English and availability to travel are basic requirements.

Are you a new graduate with a Master’s Degree in Computer Science, Engineering, Mathematics
or Statistics?
Have you a study background in Web Programming and Technologies?
Would you define yourself as a proactive, open minded and ambitious person?
Are you interested in starting your career in a multinational company and build up a development
path that gives you the possibility to work on new Digital Technologies?
Are you motivated to stay on the cutting edge of technology?
Ariston Thermo Group can give you the perfect opportunity to catch!

